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The Kiss Wall NK Swallow 2001
Photos of SiX lossing couples converted into a dot screen, then laid on an aluminium sheet with drill holes replacing the dots, fitted straight into the Brighton landscape with hardly a ripple of the disconte
It repre~c~~5 the diversity of Brighton’s population. Bruce Williams was the sculptor who said ‘The Kiss Wall is a celebration, unveilings.
Iting for equality, understanding and acceptance between all individuals.” The sculpture was unveiled in 1992 and pretty much
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West Pier is now gone. I remember loving it there when i was a
needed a towel from your mum to stop yourself shivering. A quick

ntly a skaters practice area and hangout.

Towing a Ride - NI< Swallow 2002
Isaw this boy being towed by his gran so Iran ahead and spotted the gentleman relaxing outside his hut. I crouched down by the
Wall Opposite and looked at what was framed opposite me. I was chuffed to see I could also position my height to get a reflection in

beach hut mirror too, It was a very ‘quick’ moment as the scooter appeared in my frame immediately. I clicked once as the lady
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turned to clock the sunbather I lost sight of them then but they seemed chuffed when the fam
and we sent them prints. çwe have been informed that the lady has sadly since passed on. but
the family to credit her with a name, etc). The lady in the mirror reflection turned out to be the sunbath
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Pier to Pier S
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1eboarder passing Hove Lagoon - NK Swallow 2006
- Lagoon was opened in 1930 and the layout is very much the same today as it was then. The lagoon was used as a venue were watertight.” There is a Hove Lagoon Model Yacht Club, but the lagoon is now mainly known for Hove Lagoon Watersports

model yachting events when it first opened and today people still use it for model boats. During the Second World providing training for wind surfing, dinghy sailing, kayaking and more recently wake boarding. The new skate park seems popu
tiagoon was used as a naval training ground. In the run up to D-Day tanks were tested in the lagoon at night to see if they and the cafe is busy in good weather (currently V-Bites’ - tasty vegan food).
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